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The Power of your 
Investment Teaser 
 
 
We receive many investment requests from Technology Startups, 
Impact investing to even ICO’s. Some have great businesses to share; 
others underestimate the fundraising trap.  
 
Fundraising can become a substantial distraction from getting your 
business off the ground with real customers. 
 
We felt it could be useful to share some experience-based guidance 
for Entrepreneurs to manage the “Fundraising” process, starting with 
a great Teaser. And increase your chances for application to possible 
“Accelerators”, Startup competitions or ICO’s. 
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The Investment Thesis  
 

Or why invest your time in a “Teaser” 
 
While most Investors will NOT fund young businesses, you still benefit greatly 
from pulling “your stuff together” into a great Teaser. 
 
 

Here is why. 
 
The “Teaser” is typically the first document that you will share with an Investor. 
It should be as concise as possible, while covering critical aspects of your 
business. It can be packaged in a traditional PowerPoint format, a 2-pager doc 
or sometimes in an engaging Video. 
 
In our experience, a Teaser is a great way for a new business to have its stuff 
together, paraphrasing Marc Andreessen.  
 
This in effect implies to reflect and capture current product & services value 
proposition, market, unique positioning business profitability and funding 
needs. This forces the team to come together and put down on paper — and 
update regularly — its Venture snapshot. 
 
 

When to use the Teaser effectively? 
 
A Teaser is a crisp summary of your venture that investors will ask after a short 
introduction phone call or a 5 min elevator discussion at a conference. This 
summary will be used for internal review and potentially discussed with other 
investment partners. 
 
And of course, it is used also before, during and after for pitching competitions, 
“demo days”, Accelerators or incubators. 
 
Since startup resources are limited, to be efficient, I tend to adapt its content 
and re-use it towards customers, business partners as well as new recruits for 
the team or as advisory / board members. 

https://sparksense.co/
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Before getting started  
 

5 topics to consider for your Business 
 
Can you be a Customer-funded business? 
First remember that most companies created each year do NOT get — and 
really do not need — any Venture or Risk Capital funding. Following John 
Mullins, many businesses can become extremely successful through careful 
customer-funding strategy. 
 
 

Venture Capital is crushing Entrepreneurs’ dreams 
As Mark Andreessen stated in Sept 2014, “Our day job is crushing 
entrepreneurs’ hopes and dreams. Our main skill is saying no, and getting 
people not to hate us.”. Indeed, Andreessen Horowitz rejected 99.3 percent: 
3,000 inbound deals a year, 15-20 are funded. 
 
 

Shake-up in European early stage financing 
According to Pitchbook, European angel and seed investments saw the 
steepest year-on-year decline of any other deal type in 2016, falling from 2,096 
in 2015 to 1,356 last year. 
 
 

Accelerators are on the rise 
Gust says there are 579 accelerators globally, having invested across 11’305 
startups by the end of 2016 … and growing. As emerging startup, which of 
these opportunities is truly relevant to showcase and iterate your young 
business? 
 
 

ICO’s are growing exponentially as new source of funding 
According to PwC, Virtual currency investment offering have raised USD 4.6 Bn 
in 2017. It is becoming a real alternative for Startup financing. Ventures in the 
Blockchain space are prone to adopt such new currency, playing by its own 
early rules. 
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Stay away  
 

These 5 things do not belong in your Teaser 
 

Avoid using MS-Word Format 
This format tends to promote long sentences, so if you do use it we suggest 
you restrict yourself to 1 or 2 pages maximum. A traditional format remains 
PowerPoint but more frequently this “script” can be turned into a great 90 sec 
teaser video from the startup team. 
 
 

Drop non-critical items 
There are details, which investors — and most other people — do not need for 
this first level review such as office pictures, extensive product descriptions or 
“Startup Festivals” etc. Rather use that valuable “real estate” to cover more of 
your Team, customers traction etc. 
 
 

Do not stay at market level 
For the sectors they do invest in, Investors typically have a good understanding 
of fundamental business dynamics. Providing too many statistics about the 
market can turn this to a stale, boring document. And avoid the “XXX Billion $ 
Total Market”! Instead make sure to walk down to a realistic “share of 
accessible spend”. 
 

Avoid excessive technical jargon 
While knowledgeable, VCs will only engage expert reviews at a later stage. So 
for the first look, to maximize your chances of going further you need to zero-
out the technical jargon. Keep your content simple, crisp and designed for a 
layman. 
 
 

Delete reference to valuation  
This is your first contact and you should not state a Valuation at this point. For 
a VC this might signal lack of maturity or even “Fire sale”. Stay focused on how 
much money you are seeking and for what purpose. 
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Content over form 
 

Or why some formatting makes sense 
 
Certainly your reader will appreciate a clean and easy-to-read layout or video 
as a first impression. This does not mean however that you need to have a 
Marketing agency work out a sophisticated format! 
 
The Teaser should give an early hint if you are able to focus your energy and 
limited resources on what really matters! While crisp content is on the must-
have list, using “glossy paper” and fancy animation generally are not. 
 
Inspired by Guy Kawasaki’s guidance on what a teaser should be: 
 

• max. 15 slides long 

• 20 minutes delivery 

• min. 20 font size 
  

 
Dig deeper – some great perspectives and insights 
 
Guy Kawasaki | The Only 10 slides you need in your pitch 

John Mullins| The Customer-funded Business 

Gust | Accelerator Report 2016 

Pitchbook | Venture Capital Europe Report  

Entrepreneur | Your Startup Can Thrive Without VC 

 

https://sparksense.co/
https://guykawasaki.com/the-only-10-slides-you-need-in-your-pitch/
http://customerfundedbusiness.com/
http://gust.com/accelerator_reports/2016/global/
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/start-ups/venture-capital-europe-pitchbook
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/237027
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A Teaser checklist 
 

There is no such thing as a “standard” Teaser.  
 
However, there are some typical content which one expect to find pretty much 
in that sequence.  
 
 
 
 Executive summary— what is your Venture about, key facts? 

 Team + backup — your key asset to execute your vision 

 Problem statement — tell a typical customer “use case” story 

 Solution — how do you uniquely solve this problem 

 Market Opportunity — how big is accessible & share of market 

 Product or Service — describe what is it you are selling 

 Business model — who is buying what, for how much and how? 

 Competition/ Key Differentiators/ USPs — avoid 2 by 2 matrix 

 Achievements — be specific re. leads, orders, sales, PoC’s etc.. 

 Financials — things change, so focus on business metrics plan 

 Fundraising Plan — use a standard source and use of funds page 

 
 
The above format should lead to a 10–15 slide Teaser, a reasonable volume of 
data for a first look by the Investor.  
 
Of course Entrepreneurs will want to make it their Teaser, in particular as they 
reach a new stages of development. And it makes sense! 
 

https://sparksense.co/
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Hervé Flutto  
Entrepreneur,  
growth & fundraising specialist 

 
 

Founding Partner with Sparksense.co, Hervé brings 
his experience as Entrepreneur for business 
development and financing innovation in Industrial & 
Digital Tech companies.  
 
He is also engaged with Digital Switzerland, Startup 
coach with Station F, Climate KIC and DECHEMA. 
 
Persistent, he has lived through the ups and downs 
of co-founding and managing two industrial 
technology startups. He has also worked at and 
understand how Fortune 500 companies operate. 
 
He is fluent in French, English and German. 
 
He has worked across sectors such as Aerospace, Gas 
Turbines, Telecom, Renewables, HVAC, 
Pharmaceuticals, specialty chemicals and Venture 
Capital. 

 

https://sparksense.co/
digitalswitzerland.com
https://stationf.co/
http://climate-kic.org/
http://www.dechema.de/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/herveflutto/
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Sparksense.co 

is an Entrepreneur-driven 
advisory firm passionate to help 
Startups grow their top-line, 
raise money and build 
partnerships. 
 
 
 
Contact us 
 
https://sparksense.co/ 
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